We investigate the geometrical structure and the low energy theorem of N = 1 supersymmetric nonlinear sigma models in four dimensions. When the global symmetry spontaneously breaks down to its subgroup, the low-energy effective Lagrangian of massless particles is described by the supersymmetric nonlinear sigma model whose target manifold is parametrized by the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons and the quasi-NG (QNG) bosons. The unbroken symmetry changes at each points in the target manifold and some QNG bosons change to NG bosons when unbroken symmetry become smaller. We show actually NG bosons coupled to the global currents correspond to coordinates in compact directions while QNG bosons not coupled to it are coordinates in non-compact directions. The QNG-NG change and these interpretatopn are shown in a simple example, the O(N ) model. We investigate the low energy theorems at general points. *
Introduction
In non-supersymmetric theories, the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) theorem tells us that there appear as many massless NG bosons as the number of broken generators, namely dim (G/H), when the global symmetry G spontaneously breaks down to its subgroup H. The NG bosons parametrize a vacuum degeneracy which has oneto-one correspondence with the freedom of the embedding H to G. The effective Lagrangian of massless bosons can be expanded by the number of the derivatives and the leading term, with two derivatives, is described by the nonlinear sigma model on the target manifolds G/H, whose coordinates are parametrized by NG bosons. On this manifold, the unbroken symmetry H is realized linearly, while the broken symmetry G is realized nonlinearly by NG bosons [1] . For the non-supersymmetric case, the low energy theorem tells us that the low-energy scattering amplitudes of NG bosons are determined solely by the symmetries G and H, and do not depend on details of the underlying theory (for a review, see Ref. [2] ). The effective lagrangian reproduces these low-energy theorems.
In supersymmetric theories, there appear additional massless bosons called QNG bosons [3, 4] (and QNG fermions). 1 The leading terms of massless effective Lagrangians are described by N = 1 supersymmetric nonlinear sigma models (for example see Ref. [5] ). The target manifold of the N = 1 nonlinear sigma model is a Kähler manifold [6] . A manifold whose metric is given by a Kähler potential K(ϕ, ϕ * ) g ij * (ϕ, ϕ * ) = ∂ 2 K(ϕ, ϕ * ) ∂ϕ i ∂ϕ * j , is called the Kähler manifold. ϕ(x) is a complex scalar component of a chiral superfield. NG and QNG bosons are the coordinates of the coset manifold G C /Ĥ, where G C is the complexification of G andĤ is the complex group often larger than H C , the complexification of H. Kähler potentials of G C /Ĥ have been constructed by Bando, Kuramoto, Maskawa and Uehara (BKMU) [7] (for a review, see Ref. [8] ). IfĤ = H C , the number of QNG bosons is the same as that of NG bosons and is called "the maximal realization" or "the fully-doubled realization". On the other hand, ifĤ ⊃ H C becomes larger, the number of the QNG bosons decreases. If there is no QNG boson, the realization is called "the pure realization" and studied extensively [9] . The pure realization cannot be obtained as the low-energy limit of the underlying linear theory since there remains at least one QNG boson [10, 11, 12] . If there is gauge symmetry, it is possible to absorb the pair of a QNG and a NG bosons by the supersymmetric Higgs mechanism. Hence the pure realization is in some cases obtained as the low energy theory of gauged linear sigma models [8, 13] . To investigate the low-energy theories with the supersymmetry, it is important to understand the geometric structures of the supersymmetric sigma models. In the case of pure realizations, the geometry of the target space is well understood, because the Kähler potential is uniquely determined by the metric of G/H. When there are QNG bosons, however, the coset space, G/H where NG bosons reside, is a subspace of the target space. Since the metric in the direction of the QNG boson is not determined by the geometry of its subspace G/H, the effective lagrangian is not unique in this case and depends on an arbitrary function of many G-nvariant variables [12, 14] . When there are many G-invariant variables, it is quite difficult to study the geometric structure of the target space in general. In this paper, we investigate the simplest case of the O(N) model whose Kähler potential contains an arbitrary function of single variable. This paper is organized as follows. We review our previous results [15] in the rest of this section. The low energy theorems at the symmetric points are explained. In Sect. 2, we study non-symmetric points where unbroken symmetry H is reduced to a smaller group H ′ . In Sect. 3, to investigate the geometrical structure of the supersymmetric nonlinear sigma model with O(N) symmetry, we show explicitly how the different compact homogeneous manifolds G/H and G/H ′ are embedded in the full target manifold G C /Ĥ by using the method of Shore [16] . We see how some QNG bosons change to NG bosons at the non-symmetric points. In Sect. 4 , we show that the compact directions correspond to NG bosons, and the non-compact directions to QNG bosons by investigating the global G-current. In Sect. 5, we derive the low energy theorems of NG and QNG bosons at the general points of the target manifold when the Kähler potential is the simplest one. Sect. 6 is devoted to conclusion and discussion.
In Appendix A, we explain the Kähler normal coordinate which is used to calculate the low energy theorems. In Appendix B, some geometric quantities are calculated for the most genral O(N)-invariant model.
The general low-energy effective Lagrangian of the massless bosons φ α is a nonlinear sigma model whose target manifold has the metric g αβ (φ),
The low-energy scattering amplitudes are unchanged by a field redefinition, which is a general coordinate transformation in the target manifold. By expanding this in the Riemann normal coordinate φ i [17] up to the forth order, and regarding the fourth order term as the interaction term L int , the low-energy two-body scattering amplitudes of the massless bosons φ i (with momenta p i )
can be calculated by summing up all the tree graphs 2 as
Here f π is the decay constant of the NG boson (pion), R ijkl is the curvature tensor of the target manifold and we defined the Mandelstam's variables as
We consider the case that the global symmetry G spontaneously breaks down to its subgroup H. We write the broken and unbroken generators as
In the case of the symmetric space G/H (there is a symmetry X i → −X i , H a → H a ), the curvature tensor can be calculated by using structure constant of G, f AB 6) and the low energy theorems become
In the N = 1 supersymmetric theory, the low-energy effective Lagrangian of the massless chiral superfields Φ i = ϕ i + √ 2θψ i +θθF i (where ϕ i is complex scalar fields, ψ i is Weyl fermions and F i is auxiliary scalar fields.) is a supersymmetric sigma model [23] ,
Here the metric tensor is calculated by the Kähler potential as
and R ij * kl * and Γ i lk are the complex curvature and the connection, respectively. In Eq. (1.8), the auxiliary fields F i were eliminated by using the equations of the motion. The massless chiral NG superfields appear when the global symmetry G spontaneously breaks down to its subgroup H with preserving N = 1 supersymmetry. We denote the complex broken and unbroken generators as
Their commutators are
where we have assumed the the existence of the automorphism
The target manifold, which is the G C -orbit of vacuum vector v, is the complex coset manifold G C /Ĥ and the representative of it is
where Φ i are the NG chiral superfields. The left action of G on it is
whereĥ(g, ξ) ∈Ĥ is called theĤ-compensator. When the vacuum vector v is in the real representation of G, or when G/H is a symmetric space, only the maximal realization is possible [10] . 3 So we discuss the maximal realization. 4 The Kähler potential can be written as [10, 7, 16, 12] 
where f is an arbitrary function. Note that this Kähler potential is G-invariant by Eq.(1.14) but not G C -invariant: The G-action is the general coordinate transformation preserving the metric (the Kähler potential), while G C -action does not preserve the metric. This fact has an important consequence: The symmetry of the action is still the compact real group G, although the target space is the G C -orbit of vacuum vector v. The holomorphic vielbein E R i and the canonicalĤ-connection W M i can be read as coefficients of broken and unbroken element of the Maurer-Cartan 1-form
3 Moreover the gauging of G with preserving supersymmetry is possible only in the maximal realization. 4 As seen in the next section, this does not mean that there always exist QNG bosons as many as NG bosons at any point: It occurs only at the symmetric point.
We call the fixed point of the automorphism (1.12) as the symmetric point. At the symmetric point ϕ = 0, they take the form
and the derivative of the vielbein at the point is
We can calculate the curvature tensor at the symmetric point as
etc. and the constant g by
The Kähler condition on the curvature tensor is
(1.21)
We can calculate the real curvature (at the symmetric point), which are directly related with the low-energy scattering amplitude,
where we have defined f 2 π def = 2f 1 v 2 . We can obtain the low-energy (O(p 2 )) scattering amplitudes of the NG and QNG bosons, by substituting Eqs. (1.22) and Eqs. (1.21) to Eq. (1.3). We conclude that, at the symmetric point, there exist the low energy theorems of the amplitudes which include only the NG bosons, where the higher derivatives of the arbitrary function cancell out, and they coincide with the one of the non-supersymmetric theories on the symmetric space G/H (see Eq. (1.7)). Amplitudes among only the QNG bosons coincide with those of the corresponding NG bosons by the Kähler conditions (1.21). Amplitudes for even number of the NG and QNG bosons depend on the second derivative of the arbitrary function.
We will generalize these results to the low energy therorems at general points. At the non-symmetric points, some of the QNG bosons turn to NG bosons, corresponding to the fewer unbroken symmetry.
2 Non-symmetric point and supersymmetric vacuum alignment
Non-symmetric point
In the last subsection, we have discussed the low energy theorems at the symmetric point. In the maximal realization, the number of the QNG bosons is equal to that of QNG bosons at the symmetric point. 5 If we leave from the symmetric point by the G-action as v ′ = g v (g ∈ G), they are also symmetric points and the unbroken symmetry remains unchanged : H ′ = gHg −1 ≃ H. The Kähler potential, the metric and the curvature tensor do not change and the low energy theorems do not change either. All of them are equivalent vacua. But the full target manifold is constructed by the G C -action on v. If we move to another vacua by a G C -action, the unbroken symmetry H varies depending on the choice of vacuum. The G C -action on the symmetric point v is
The complex unbroken symmetries at v and v ′ , defined bŷ
are related byĤ
In this sense, the complex unbroken generators are equivalent at any points on the manifold . The complex broken generators are also related as
The G C -orbits of v and v ′ are
that is, the transformation of G C is just an automorphism on the target manifold. To be precise, the representatives of the complex cosets (bosonic part),
are related by a right action of G C through the relation
as
The complex unbroken symmetryĤ is transformed toĤ ′ in G C . The coset replesentaives of G C /Ĥ, ξ, which is written as a horizontal curve, are transformed to a broken curve by the right action of g −1 0 . To get transformed representaitives of G C /Ĥ ′ , ξ ′ , we need a localĤ ′ compensator from the right.
This relation is sketched in Fig. 1 .
We can summarize as follows: Suppose we choose a coordinate system whose origin is the symmetric point v and move to a non-symmetric point by the action of g 0 and define a new coordinate system at that point. Then, unless g 0 belongs to the isometry G of the metric, the origin of the new coordinate system ϕ ′ is no longer a symmetric point. The right action (2.8) can be written explicitly as
It is rewritten as
and if g 0 is restricted in G, it reduces to the ordinary left action (1.14) . The right action does not change the Kähler potential because it is from Eq.
This is just a coordinate transformation from the coordinate whose origin is the symmetric point v to the one whose origin is the non-symmetric point v ′ but not a symmetry. 6 
Supersymmetric vacuum alignment
The compact subgroup G is a real form of G C . The operation of ∩G on the complex algebra G C or its subalgebra picks up the Hermitian generators. The real unbroken
The large circle indicates the group G. The small circles denote the complex subgroupsĤ andĤ ′ . H ′ is the transform ofĤ by g 0 . The real subgroups H or H ′ are defined as intersections of G and H orĤ ′ . K is the image of H by the g 0 transformation. In general H ′ is a subset of K.
symmetry at the vacuum v is defined as ,
and at the vacuum v ′ ,
So at the non-symmetric point, the unbroken symmetry group becomes smaller than at the symmetric point [12, 18, 19, 14] . This phenomenon is called "the supersymmetric vacuum alignment". It comes from the different embedding ofĤ in G C as in Fig. 2 . 7 In the case of the twisted embedding, K def = g 0 Hg −1 0 (≃ H) is not the subgroup of G, and the real unbroken symmetry is K ∩ G = H ′ ( = H) (see Fig. 2 ). At the non-symmetric point, the generators K − H ′ C (∩ G = φ) are not Hermitian generators. We call them 'pseudo-Borel generators' here. 8 We show in the later sections that they correspond to NG bosons that appeares at the non-symmetric point where the unbroken symmetry becomes smaller. So not only the Borel subalgebra B ′ =Ĥ ′ − K C but also the pseudo-Borel generators supply the pure-type superfield. 9 They belong toĤ ′ − H ′ . The (real) G-orbits of v and v ′ are G/H and G/H ′ ( = G/H), respectively, and they are compact submanifolds of G C /Ĥ and parametrized by the NG bosons. Other directions of the total target space G C /Ĥ 7 BKMU called the embedding corresponding to v as the natural embedding and the one corresponding to v ′ as "the twisted embedding" [7] . Kotcheff and Shore called v and v ′ "the symmetric embedding" and "the non-symmetric embedding", respectively, since they discussed the case when G/H is a symmetric space and G/H ′ is a non-symmetric space [12] . This is also true in our example in the next section. 8 A Borel algebra B (∈Ĥ) is defined as an algebra which satisfy, [H, B] ⊂ B. Since, however, K − H ′ C does not satisfy this condition, it is not a Borel subalgebra. 9 When the real and imaginary part of the scalar component of a chiral superfield are both NG-bosons, the superfield is called the pure type are non-compact and correspond to the QNG bosons. The pseudo-Borel generators are a key point to understand how G/H ′ has more compact directions than G/H in G C /Ĥ.
NG coset submanifolds G/H and G/H ′

Typical example : O(N ) model
In this subsection, we discuss the simplest example, the [14] . We can complexify the O(N) group by replacing the real vector with the complex vector:
jî satisfy the commutation relation and the normalization condition
For later convenience, we define
Let us classify the real and complex generators at 1) the symmetric point and 2) the non-symmetric point.
1) the symmetric point. The vacuum vectors of the symmetric points can be transformed by a G-action to
(3.4)
We can immediately find a) the real unbroken algebra and b) the complex unbroken algebra. 1-a) the real unbroken Lie algebra. The real unbroken generators are (N − 1) × (N − 1) matrix that mix the first N − 1 components of (3.4)
while the real broken generators are of the form
Thus the symmetry breaking pattern at the symmetric point is
1-b) the complex unbroken Lie algebra. By the complexification, no new generator appears that leave the vacuum expectation value invariant at the symmetric point. The broken and unbroken generators are
Here all Z R are the Hermitian generators. The coset coordinates proportional to Hermitian generators are called the mixed-type superfield. The real part of a mixed type superfield is a NG boson while the imaginary part correspond to a QNG boson.
Since the number of the NG and QNG bosons are both N − 1 in this case, we have the maximal realization.
2) the non-symmetric point. We move the vacuum expectation value v to v ′ by the following element of G C
where θ def = iθ is a pure imaginary angle. Here we choose the rotation by the X N −1 , but the rotations by the other broken generators are all equivalent, since they can be transformed by the action of G to each other. So the vacuum vector at the non-symmetric point can be written without loss of generality as
where we have defined
and these satisfy β 2 + α 2 = v 2 . By these constants, g 0 and its inverse can be written as
The maginitudes of VEVs are 14) and the broken ones can be written explicitly
The vertical axis is a real part of V N , other real parts are written as the axis to this side and the right axis is an imaginary part of V N −1 , parametrized byα. The NG coset manifold at the symmetric point, G/H, is written as a vertical circle of a radius v, at the center. The NG coset manifold at the non-symmetric point, G/H ′ , is written as two vertical circles of a radius β, and both circles are connected, by a G action, through other imaginary directions of V (see Fig. 4 ).
The symmetry breaking pattern at the non-symmetric point turns out
, which is different from the symmetric point. The real target manifold which is parametrized by NG bosons is the compact homogeneous manifold Fig. 3 ), which is larger than the one of the symmetric point. (Although the left and right circle seem to be separate in Fig. 3 , they are connected through the another imaginary directions of V .) Namely we have more NG bosons at the non-symmetric point than at the symmetric point. 
where Z I ′ and B I ′ (I ′ = 1, · · · , N − 2) can be written explicitly
We can classify the broken generators as the pure type or the mixed type as follows. First of all, the one generator Z ′ N −1 corresponds to the mixed type superfield, where the one component of the scalar part of the chiral superfield is a NG boson and the other is a QNG boson, since it is an Hermitian generator. On the other hand, all other generators Z I ′ correspond to the pure type superfield, where both the scalar components of the chiral superfields are NG bosons, since they are the non-Hermitian generators. In the next subsection, we show that all the Z I ′ are actually the pure-type superfields by using the localĤ-transformation of the corresponding complex unbroken generators B I ′ . The unbroken generators B I ′ are also the non-Hermitian generators, so we call them pseudo-Borel generators. Here we can count the numbers of the NG and QNG bosons as 2N − 3 and 1 respectively, without using the fact that the total number of the NG and QNG bosons does not change. We call this realization "the minimal realization", since the number of the QNG is minimum. 10 
Embedding of NG cosets G/H and G/H ′
In this subsection, we show how the different cosets 1) G/H and 2) G/H ′ are embedded in the symmetric and non-symmetric points by using the Shore's procedure [16, 12] . We can obtain the coset representatives of the G/H (G/H ′ ) by putting all the the QNG bosons to zero in the complex representative ξ of the full complex coset G C /Ĥ, at the symmetric (non-symmetric) point. In the case there are the pure-type superfields, we need a localĤ-transformation from the right. (It is needed only at the non-symmetric point, since we are treating the maximal realization at the symmetric point.) 1) the embedding of G/H through the symmetric point. For the maximal realization, since we do not need a localĤ-transformation
we can obtain the representative of G/H by simply putting all the QNG bosons to zero as [12, 15] ξ
where the fields φ = {A i } (i = 1, · · · , N − 1) are the NG bosons at the symmetric point.
2) the embedding of G/H ′ through the non-symmetric point. The complex representative at the non-symmetric point is
Pure Mix
Since there are pure type broken generators Z I ′ , we need a localĤ-transformation (ζ ′ ∈Ĥ ′ ) of the unbroken generators B I ′ from the right as
where
Here, we have chosen the function d such that the fields a and b become real fields. Note that the complex fields ϕ have been transformed toφ, whose relation is given later. For the pure multipletΦ i , both theÂ i ,B i fields correspond to the NG bosons and also to the compact directions of the target manifold, since they are the real fields on the exponential. On the other hand, for the mixed multipletΦ N −1 , only the real componentÂ N −1 do and the fieldB N −1 is a QNG boson and corresponds to the non-compact direction of the full target manifold, since the iB N −1 is the pure imaginary field on the exponential.
We can obtain the real representative of the coset G/H ′ by putting all the QNG bosons to zeroξ
where the fields φ ′ = {a i , b i ,Â ′N −1 } (i ′ = 1, · · · , N − 2) are the NG bosons at the non-symmetric point. To understand how the compact coset manifold G/H ′ at the non-symmetric point is larger than G/H at the symmetric point, see Fig. 4 . To see this phenomenon more clearly, see also Fig. 5 . At the symmetric point there are N − 1 non-compact directions, while they turn to one non-compact direction and N − 2 compact directions, which are newly emerged NG bosons. 11 Next we obtain a relation of the fields ϕ andφ. In general, the first equation of the Eqs. (3.22) can be written explicitly as (here we omit the prime)
(3.25)
By using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula on the left-side, we obtain relations,
Here, we have used only the fact that G C /Ĥ is a symmetric space, and the result does not depend on explicit models. The two coordinatesφ ′ and ϕ ′ are related aŝ
and coincide to each other at the first order. 12 4 Underling linear model and G-current 11 We make more comments on the NG submanifold at non-symmetric points, G/H ′ . It can be considered as a H/H ′ ≃ S N −2 fiber bundle over a base manifold, G/H ≃ S N −1 . Namely, G/H ′ is a locally product of two manifolds, NG manifold at symmetric point and newly emerged NG manifold, G/H ′ = G/H × H/H ′ (locally). (When H − H ′ commute with G − H generators, this product actually becomes a direct product.) By bringing v ′ to v, the fibre shrinks but the base remains at finite size (radius v). On the other hand, by bringing v ′ to infinity, althogh the sizes (radius) of fibre and base go to infinity, they go to same size. 12 Note that this transformation is not holomorphic and so the complex structures of the two coordinates ϕ andφ are different. The former give the complex structure of the ordinary complex coset parametrization, on the other hand, the latter gives the one of the transformed coset by the localĤ transformation. The physical field interpretation by the NG and QNG bosons can be given by the latter as seen in the next section, but the geometrical quantities can be calculated easily by the former. For our purpose to calculate low energy theorems, the difference can be neglected because the curvature tensors in both coordinates coincide at ϕ ′ = 0. Figure 4 In Fig. 4 , the imaginary directions of V are written as a horizontal plane, and real directions are written as a vertical line. G/H is written as a segment at the center and G/H ′ is written as a cylinder enclosing the G/H. Newly emerged NG bosons are written as a horizontal circle of a radiusα, which is just a H-orbit of the non-symmetric vacuum v ′ .
View from the top of Fig. 4 . It can be seen that most of QNG bosons at the symmetric point change to newly emerged NG bosons at the nonsymmetric point, with the total number of massless bosons been unchanged.
Lagrangian
We consider the fundamental linear theory. The G-invariant Lagrangian is
where φ consists of the fundamental chiral superfields. We also have written its scalar components as φ i in the last equation. W (φ) is a G-invariant superpotential of the underling linear theory. It is G C -invariant due to the holomorphy. One of its candidate is
where φ 0 is an additional, non-dynamical, G-singlet field and g is a coupling constant.
We can eliminate φ 0 by its equation of motion. Although the Kähler potential may suffer from a quantum correction, it will preserve the global symmetry G. We thus obtain a low-energy effective Kähler potential,
where F means a F-term constraint, ∂W/∂φ 0 = φ 2 − a 2 = 0. We used a relation between fundamental fields and NG fields, φ| F = ξ v.
Current for the O(N ) model
In the previous sections, we have argued, in the group theoretical way, how the compact directions can appear at the non-symmetric points and how the different compact manifolds are embedded in the full target manifold G C /Ĥ. In this section and the next section, we consider the current of the global symmetry G in the fundamental linear theory, and show that the compact directions correspond to the NG bosons which couple to the current while the QNG bosons not. For simplicity we consider only the scalar component. The vacuum vector v ′ is the vacuum expectation value of φ as
(4.4)
The propagating fields on the vacuum v ′ are deviation from it
5)
where the most of the x i and y i are massless fields which will be NG or QNG bosons, but the others are massive 'Higgs' fields. If we take a limit of the infinitely heavy Higgs mass in the Eq.(4.1), we get the low-energy effective Lagrangian of the massless fields. (The Higgs fields become just the constraints in the (flat) φ-space.)
Since the G-transformation of φ is
the G-current (bosonic part) can be written in
The NG bosons should couple to the current as
but not QNG bosons. Here f π is decay constants of the NG bosons and φ as is an asymptotic field.
We calculate the current at 1) the symmetric point and 2) the non-symmetric point to identify which fields are NG bosons and the QNG bosons. 1) the current at the symmetric point (i, j = 1, · · · , N − 1). The current (4.7) can be calculated to the first order of the x i and y i by using Eq.(4.6). At the symmetric point, since we can put α = 0 , β = v in Eq.(4.4), it is
From Eq.(4.8), we can read the NG bosons. QNG bosons can be identified as the partner of them. The result is : x i (i = 1, · · · , N − 1) are the NG bosons for the symmetry breaking O(N) → O(N − 1), (the decay constant is f π = v), and y i (i = 1, · · · , N − 1) are the QNG bosons. Here the complex fields x i + iy i are (the scalar part of) the mixed-type multiplet. (Note that y i can be obtained from x i by the action of J : x i J → y i , where J is the complex structure which acts on V as J : x i → y i , y i → −x i (i = 1, · · · , N).) The rest fields x N and y N are the direction of the constraints (or the (Higgs) particles with mass → infinity).
2) the current at the non-symmetric point. Next we calculate the current at the non-symmetric point, and identify the NG and QNG bosons. It is (i, j = 1, · · · , N − 2)
(4.10)
In the last equation, the overall factor v ′ is fixed so that the normalization of fields do not change. From these equations, we can conclude that the fields x i and y i (i = 1, · · · , N −2) are both NG bosons, and the complex fields x i +iy i are (the scalar part of) the pure-type multiplets. (Note that J :
is a mixed-type multiplet. We can confirm that this QNG boson corresponds to the non-compact direction of the target manifold. By using Eq.(3.10), we find that the gradient of non-compact direction,
just coincides with the QNG boson direction. Finally, the direction of the constraints
In summary, we can find all NG bosons from the G-current. Then we aplly the complex structure J on them. If we obtain NG bosons again, they constitute the pure-type multiplets, on the other hand, if we obtain new fields which do not coupled to the G-current, they are QNG bosons and constitute with their NG partners the mixed-type multiplets. The remaining fields are massive (Higgs) bosons which disappear in the low-energy effective Lagrangian of the massless fields after integrating out (taking a limit of infinitely heavy mass). (Note that the identification of the pure-and mixed multiplet and so the NG and QNG bosons is different from the one in the coset coordinate. The complex structure of the former are different from that of the latter as Eq.(3.28).)
In the rest of this subsection, we verify the true NG bosons are the coordinate of the transformed cosetξ, but not the ordinary coset ξ. The action of the coset representative U(φ) on the vacuum is
For the real broken generators X i = {X I , X I ′ , X N −1 }, the difference δ i φ are calculated as
From these equations, we can read off the NG bosons as x i , y i (i = 1, · · · , N − 2) , β v x N −1 −α v y N . Since these coincide with the results obtained by the argument of the current, the true NG bosons can be identified with the coordinate of the transformed cosetξ, where U can be obtained by putting all the QNG bosons to zero. So to get the low energy theorems of NG and QNG bosons, we should compute the curvature in the coordinateφ ′ =Â ′ + iB ′ . But, since this is same as the usual complex coset coordinate φ ′ = A ′ + iB ′ at the first order as Eq. (3.28), the curvature in these coordinates are same up to the constant order and the low energy theorems coincide exactly. We will calculate the low energy theorems in the coset coordinate in the next section.
Low energy theorems at general points
In this section, we discuss the low energy theorems at the non-symmetric point. We choose the O(N) model as an example, but the generalization to other models is straightfoward.
Some formula for the O(N ) model
In the first subsection, we derive some formula for the O(N) model. To calculate geometric quantities, we need the expectation values of the broken generators, sandwitched by the vacuum vector v ′ .
Here we use the indices as R, S, · · · = 1, · · · , N − 1 andI, J, · · · = 1, · · · , N − 2. By noting that Z N −1 † = Z N −1 and Z I † = Z I , we calculate the products of VEV and one broken generators as 1) and the two broken generators as,
Here we define the convinient notation as
The expectation values of the one generators are
those of the two generators are
those of the three generators are 6) and those of the four generators are
Geometric quantities and low energy theorems
We can calculate the geometric quantities of the O(N) model by using the formulas obtained in the last subsection. In this section, we consider the most simple Kähler potential, K = f (z) = z. The case that there exist an arbitrary function is argued in Appendix. At first the metric is (we omit prime on Z R )
The auxiliary metric at the point ϕ ′ = 0 is
The vielbein andĤ ′ -connection at the point ϕ ′ = 0 are
and the derivative of the vielbein is
We can now compute the complex curvature 13 12) which is crucial to the low energy theorems. The complex curvature on the point
Here the first line is for general symmetric manifolds G C /Ĥ with one VEV, and the second line is for the O(N) model. If we rescale the fields so that the metric (5.9) becomes Knonecker's delta, components of the curvature tensor become
From these equations, we can calculate the real curvature in the rescaled coordinate as (i, j, k, l = 1, · · · , N − 2)
At the symmetric point, v ′ = v, all coefficients become 1 v 2 . There, all A i and A N fields are NG bosons of a symmetry breaking, O(N) to O(N − 1), and we can verify that their scattering amplitudes satisfy low-energy theorems from a equation, f ij a f akl = (δ ik δ jl − δ il δ jk ). Their decay constant is f π = v, which coincide with arguments of currents in Sec. 4. All B fields are corresponding to QNG bosons and their low energy theorems coincide with those of NG partners as discussed in Sec. 1 and Ref [15] .
At the non-symmetric point, there appear new features of supersymmetric low energy theorems. The unbroken symmetry O(N − 1) at the symmetric point, moreover breaks down to O(N − 2), and B i (i = 1, · · · , N − 2) turn to NG bosons. From the first equation of (5.15) and R B i B j B k B l = R A i A j A k A l , we can verify that low energy theorems of B i (i = 1, · · · , N − 2) consist of those of NG bosons of the symmetry breaking, O(N − 1) to O(N − 2). But low-energy theorems of A i and A N at symmetric points are distoted there, since only A N field become to play a special role.
Before closing this section, we comment on a relation between NG bosons at nonsymmetric points of a supersymmetric theory and NG bosons in a non-supersymmetric theory. In the non-supersymmetric theory with a spontaneously broken O(N) symmetry to a subgroup O(N − 2), there are two fundamental fields, φ 1 and φ 2 . The broken generators are
Here, there are three H-irreducible sectors, and f (i) π (i = 1, 2, 3) denotes decay constants of three sectors. 14 These three free parameters in the non-supersymmetric theory are reduced to two parameters, v and v ′ , to be embededd to the supersymmetric theory. This is becauce there exist N − 2 pure-type multiplets and they relate two decay constants, f (1) π and f (2) π , in Eq. (5.16). This was known in pure realizaion cases, where there exist only pure-type multiplets [9] . Moreover, if we fix G C -invariant, v, there is only one independent parameter, v ′ .
Conclusion and discussion
Although we have illustrated the low energy theorem at the non-symmetric points in the O(N)-model with the simplest (linear) Kähler potential, a generalization to more comlicated models are straightforward. (The calculation in the most general Kähler potential of the O(N)-model is discussed in Appendix B.) Consider the case that there are n G C -invariants and m G-invariants. (In the O(N)-model, they are m = n = 1, since there is one G C -invariant, φ 2 , and one G-invariant, | φ| 2 .) The low-energy effective Kähler potential can be written as an arbitrary function of m G-invariants [14] . We can count parameters included in low energy theorems of two-body scattering amplitudes. Since curvature tensor includes from one to four derivatives of the arbitrary function, there are the certain numbers of the parameters concerned with the arbitrary function. Therefore the low energy theorems include these parameters. As seen in this paper, in the case of O(N) model, there were six parameters v, v ′ , f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 .
Although we have investigated a two-body to two-body, namely a four-body scattering amplitude, a generalization to many-body scattering amplitudes can be calculated by using the Kähler normal coordinate to the desired order [20] . An 14 Since there are two VEVs v 1 = φ 1 , v 2 = φ 2 ∈ N to break O(N ) to O(N − 2), those three sectors correspond to three G-invariants, v 2
interaction Lagrangian will be written in the curvature tensor, covariant derivatives of curvature tensors etc. Anyway, if we calculate n-boby scattering amplitude, it contains from one to n derivatives of the arbitrary function. In this paper, for simplicity, we have considered the bosonic part of the current of the global symmetry G. It will be interesting to investigate the current superfields by the notion of "pseudo-symmetry current" which has been developed by Lerche [4] .
We have investigated only low energy theorems, namely low-energy scattering amplitudes at the leading order O(p 2 ). It is interesting, for a development of supersymmetric chiral perturbation theories, to investigate higher derivative terms such as next-to leading terms O(p 4 ) [21] . At such order, we need a supersymmetric Wess-Zumino-Witten term [22] , which correctly reproduces anomalies of the global symmetry (we did not need it at the lowest order). are many non-covariant coefficients except for g ij * and R i * jk * l . To eliminate them note that Eq. (A.1) can be written in
So by the holomorphic coordinate transformation,
it can be written in
whereF (ω) def = F (z(ω)). The new coordinate ω is the Kähler normal coodinate up to forth order. In this coordinate, all the coefficient are covariant quantities.
Since the Jacobian of (A.4),
is unit matrix up to constant order, the component of the curvature tensor in the new coordinate ω is
and it is invariant up to constant order. The metric in the coordinate ω is g ij * (ω, ω * ) = η ij * + R ij * kl * |ω k ω * l + O(ω 5 ). (A.8)
We get the Kähler normal coordinate expansion of the Lagrangian (we rewrite ω as ϕ),
R ij * kl * | ϕ=0 ψ i ψ kψjψl + iR ij * kl * | ϕ=0 ϕ * j ∂ µ ϕ i (ψ lσµ ψ k ). (A. 9) which has been used to calculate the low energy theorems [15] .
B Arbitrary function B.1 Current
In this appendix, we investigate the most general effective Lagrangian with the arbitrary function. L fund. can be replaced by
We can now compute the complex curvature
which is crucial to the low energy theorems. The complex curvature on the point ϕ ′ = 0 of the general symmetric G C /Ĥ is
and for the O(N) model, if we define 
Before the calculation of the real curvature, we give comments.
1. At the symmetric point, v ′ 2 = v 2 , c 2 = √ v ′ 4 − v 4 = 0, these curvature can be written as R ij * kl * = 1 2 f π 2 δ ik δ j * l * + g 2 (δ ik δ j * l * + δ ij * δ kl * + δ il * δ kj * ) , (B.15) f π 2 = 2f 1 v 2 , g 2 = f 2 v 4 (B.16)
We recovered previous results in Ref. [15] for the O(N) model.
2.
For the case of the flat embedding, f (z) = z : f 1 = 1 , f 2 = f 3 = · · · = 0 , (B.17)
At the symmetric point, these reduce to (i, j, k, l = 1, · · · , N − 1)
which coincide with those obtained in Ref. [15] . (See Eq. (1.22).)
